Report on the
Training of Designated consumers on e-filing/analysis of energy data
Conducted by Energy Management Center-Kerala
On
6th October, 2009 in Mascot Hotel, Thiruvananthapuram,
And
8th October, 2009 Riviera suit, Cochin

Energy Management Centre (EMC)-Kerala, as part of its SDA activity has conducted a training programme for the Designated Consumers (DC) in the State of Kerala on E-filing/analysis of energy data on 6th October, 2009 in Mascot Hotel, Thiruvananthapuram followed by interactive section with Certified Energy Managers and Auditors from DC.

Shri. J.Nagesh Kumar, Director, National Productivity Council, Chennai was the core faculty. The e-filing forms were made available “on-line” during the sessions and data filing was explained live.

The participants actively interacted with the faculty and EMC officials.

This was followed by a session on the Web Portals of EMC by Shri. Suwil Kumar. W.S, System Manager, Energy management centre. The on-line portals, its facilities and features were explained “on-line”.

The list of participants and photograph are attached.

EMC has already submitted to BEE the basic energy data of the DCs of Kerala vide letter no: EMC/EED/08/0512 dated 16 May 2008, and recently re-sent vide letter no EMC/EED/08/0512 dated 23 September 2009 to BEE.

Three DCs, viz. Hindustan Newsprint Limited, Kottayam (Paper and Pulp) and KPCL, Kasargod (Thermal Power Plant) and RGCCP, NTPC (Thermal Power Plant) were not represented in the programme.

BSES, Kochi has registered with the BEE DC portal; but no data have been filed. Except BSES, Kochi (Thermal Power Plant), no DCs had appointed Certified Energy Manager.
Following points were emerged during the discussions in the programme:

- For e-data filing of energy, separate, sector specific questionnaire is preferred (for each sector separate detailed questionnaire)

- There is no provision for showing purchasing of secondary forms of energy such as “steam” from external entity in the E-filing. For example Travancore Cochin Chemicals (TCC, who is one of the DC) is buying steam from FACT (not a DC); there is no provision to account this energy in the E-filing of energy data in the present format.

- Energy management Centre may conduct a walkthrough of each DC and interact with the shop floor to senior level plant personnel with a view to sensitize and to knowledge share on EE&EC, EC Act, 2001 etc.

- Most of the DC’s were not having Certified Energy Manager/ Auditor as their designated energy manager; and many have not conducted Energy audit in the immediate past.

- Latest details regarding energy efficient equipment/systems, practices / projects on EE&EC may hosted in the EMC Web portal.

The programme was adjourned with added enthusiasm to proceed further.
Portal Messaging

- Private: Send to a particular person if you know the email address.
- Public: Message sent to all in the Group. In your case, all the Designated Consumers or EMC users registered with the Portal.
- Message can also be forwarded.